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AbsLracL We have performed tunnelling calculations for the field-ion microscope using 
the lwm method of Haydock and Kingham and the model patenrials introduced by 
Homeier and Kingham. We have found that Homeier and Kingham overestimated the 
cms-mface variations in the tunnelling rate constant by a factor of up 10 five. me 
reasons for these inaccuracies are analysed and we give the results of more aceurate 
calculations. 

The main goal of theoretical studies of imaging in the field-ion microscope (FIM) has 
been to explain the observed image contrast from calculations of the cross-surface 
variations in the rate of ionization of imaging gas atoms [l]. TWO factors contribute 
to the image contrast: (1) the probability that an imaging gas atom is present at a 
particular location, and (2) the probability that the imaging gas atom will be field 
ionized. One of the important developments has been improved calculations of 
tunnelling rate constants for gas atom ionization in the FIM. Haydock and Kingham 
[Z] developed a simple 3WKB approximation which is suitable for calculating tunnelling 
rate constants in the FIM and applied it to a model potential for a flat surface. 
This work was further developed by Kingham and collaborators in a series of 
papers, perhaps the most important of which was by Homeier and Kingham [3], 
who calculated the tunnelling rate constants for various corrugated model potentials 
which simulated the atomic structure of real surfaces. This work was important 
because it produced large cross-surface variations in the tunnelling rate constant 
which, according to Homeier and Kingham, ‘may be sufficient to explain the obsetved 
contrast of the field-ion microscope’ 131. Indeed this work was used as a significant 
part of the theoretical picture developed and reviewed by Forbes [l], in which he 
concluded that local contrast under normal operating conditions is determined by the 
rate constant mechanism. However, this conclusion has not been universally accepted, 
and Bong 141 has claimed that the image contrast may arise from an enhancement 
in field ionization by field adsorption of imaging gas atoms. 

In this paper we show that in their model calculations Homeier and Kingham 
overestimated the cross-surface variations in the tunnelling rate constant by a factor 
of up to five in some cases. We calculate more accurate tunnelling rate constants 
and briefly discuss the implications of our results for theoretical understanding of the 
imaging process in the FIM. We have studied the model potentials of corrugated 
surfaces introduced by Homeier and Kingham and have used the same JWKB 
formalism for the tunnelling calcuIations, but our work differs from theirs in the 
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accuracy of evaluation of the rate constant expressions. Although the numerical 
differences between our results and those of Homeier and Kingham are large we still 
believe that it is possible that local contrast under normal operating conditions is 
esscntially determined by the rate constant mechanism. 

First we give a brief description of the JWKB formalism of Haydock and Kingham 
[Z]. In this scheme the tunnelling rate constant, R, is given by a summation of 
one-dimensional contributions from infinitesimal solid angles: 
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[V(r,O,+) - E]'/'dr sinOdOd+ 

(1) 

1 9=2x k r / 2  n(W) 
= LO LO exp [ - Z3I2 LOCO,,) 

where ru(8, 4) and rl(-9, +) are respectively the inner and outer classical tuming 
points along the direction (8, +), and V ( r ,  8,  +) is the total potential felt by the 
tunnelling particle whose energy is E. The prefactor A2v has been taken to be a 
constant for all the results presented in this paper. We have discussed appropriate 
values for this prefactor in a prewious paper [5],  tinding it to be strongly dependent 
on the ionization energy of the imaging gas atom, but only weakly dependent on 
the magnitude of the applied field. This tunnelling scheme has been shown to give 
excellent results for the uniform-field ionization of hydrogenic atoms [2,5]. 

Haydock and Kingham applied their JWKB scheme to the case of tunnelling in an 
FIM using a simple model potential, V,, for a flat metal surface under a perpendicular 
applied electric field, given by 

F z  
4 

z 2 0 outside metal 
z < 0 inside metal 

where F is the magnitude of the electric field and @ is the workfunction of the 
metaL 'Ib form the fuU tunnelling potential they added to V ,  the potential due to 
the imaging gas atom which was represented by a hydrogenic potential with effective 
charge Zee. For this tunnelling potential they obtained an analytic approximation for 
the tunnelling rate constant given by equation (1) (equation (9) of [Z]). 

'Ib calculate the tunnelling rate constants for cormgated surfaces Homeier and 
Kingham used the expression derived for the Eat surface, into which they inserted 
values of the electric field at the gas atom nucleus and the width of the tunnelling 
barrier normal to the surface appropriate for the corrugated surface. This procedure 
may be reasonable if the tunnelling is extremely well directed along the direction of 
the surface normal, but in fact the tunnelling is significant over angles of up to about 
30° to the surface normal. The effect of this approximation is to overestimate the rate 
constant when the gas atom is above a protrusion, which leads to an overestimate of 
the cross-surface variations in the rate constant. 

There is a second significant source of error in Homeier and Kingham's 
calculations. As is discussed in detail in [5], the analytic expression derived by 
Haydock and Kingham for the tunnelling rate constant above a flat surface mentioned 
above is highly inaccurate. The main problem with their expression is that the 
tunnelling rate constant rises too steeply as the imaging gas atom approaches the 
metal surface. This leads to results which are far too sensitive to variations in the 
thickness of the tunnelling barrier and therefore to a significant overestimation of the 
crosssurface variations in the tunnelling rate constant We have developed a much 
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better analytic approximation (equation (5) of [SI) which does not suffer from this 
flaw which, for completeness, we reproduce below: 

R(x,) U [3nAZvF( 1 6 B Z / Z e B F ) z ~ n ~ Z ~ B ~ " r / 2 3 ~ z ]  e ~ p [ Z , ( 2 / B ) ' / ~ ]  

x ( [ e ~ p ( - 2 ~ / ~ E ~ / ~ / 3 F )  - exp(-P/' B3IZ/3F cos O s ) ] /  B3l2 

+ ~exp{-2~/*[83/~ - ( E  - z,,Fcose,/B - F Z , ) ~ / ~ ] ~ F C O S ~ J ~  

x [ 8 3 / z - ( ~ - z . e ~ c o s e , / ~ - ~ r , ) 3 / z ] - 1 )  (3) 

if (BZ" - FZi)/Z,,  1 
e,= r/2 if (BZ" - FZ$)/Z,,  < 0 

{ O  cos-'[(Bx, - Fz;)/Z,,]  otheMrise 

where z0 is the distance of the gas atom from the surface and B is its first ionization 
energy. 

We have pointed out two separate effects in Homeier and Kingham's calculations 
which both tend to overestimate the cross-surface variations in the tunnelling rate- 
constant. We now proceed to give results of more accurate calculations for the same 
model potentials as they used. Homeier and Kingham investigated five separate 
models, a flat surface (model a), three models of a surface protrusion with axial 
symmetry (models b, c and d) and a model of an atomic step (model e), although in 
the latter case they did not give results for tunnelling rate constants. Potentials for 
models a-d are illustrated in figure 1 and for clarity we give the expressions for the 
potentials below. We have not considered the model of the atomic step. The potential 
for model a is given by equation (1). The metal surface for model b is a hemispherical 
protrusion on an otherwise flat surface. In spherical polar coordinations (r, 0, 4)  
the potential is 

Vb(r, 0, +) = - F ( r -  Ri/S)cosO (4) 

where we take the radius of the hemisphere to be 4 = 0.158 tun. Model c is a half 
spheroid on a plane, and in prolate spheroidal coordinates ( q ,  e, 4)  [6] the potential 
is given by 

where we choose to = J2. The prolate spheroidal coordinates ( q ,  E ,  4)  are related 
to a Cartesian system by 

where a = 2 4 ,  and again we choose R, = 0.158 nm. In cylindrical polar coordinates 
( p ,  0, z )  the potential for model d is given by 

V , ( p ,  0, Z )  = - F [ z  - aexp(-kr)Jo(kp)] - V, (7) 
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where J,  is a Bessel function and we use k = 12.6 nm-', a = 72.8 pm and 
V, = -1.19 eV In each case the metal surface is taken as the zero of potential and 
far away from the surface the electric field has magnitude F and is directed along the 
surface normal. Inside the metal the potential is taken to be equal to the negative of 
the workfunction. 

We use an atomic ionization energy of 24.5 eV and an electric field of 45 V nm-', 
which are appropriate for imaging with He atoms, and a metal workfunction of 4 5  eV 
First we consider the case when the imaging gas atom is on the critical surface, which 
is the surface on which the atomic ionization energy is equal to the Fermi level of 
the metal. The rate constants were calculated for an He atom at  the characteristic 
points on the critical surface shown in figure 1. For model d the points P,, P,, P, and 
P, are respectively 0.3 nm, 0.56 nm, 0.81 nm and 1.06 nm away from PI. In table 1 
we give results for the tunnelling rate constants calculated using three methods. The 
results labelled (HK) were obtained using precisely the same procedure and tunnelling 
rate constant expression adopted by Homeier and Kingham, while those labelled (LN) 
were obtained in the same manner but using the more accurate analytic expression 
of Lam and Needs [5]. The results labelled (N) were obtained by a full numerical 
evaluation of equation (1). 

The large differences between the data labelled (HK) and (N) in table 1 
indicate that Homeier and Kingham overestimated the cross-surface variations in the 
tunnelling rate constant by a factor of up to five in some cases. The results obtained 
using our more accurate analytic approximation (LN) are in much better agreement 
with the numerical results (N), although there is still a tendency to overestimate the 
variations in the rate constant. These results indicate that the most important defect of 
Homeier and Kingham's calculations was the use of the poor analytic approximation 
for the rate constant expression for the flat surface. 

It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of the cross-surface variations in the rate 
constant required for atomic resolution in the FIM, although Forbes [l] suggested that 
the minimum required variation would be roughly a factor of two. The actual contrast 
achieved in experiments is also uncertain, although ?Song quotes an experimental 
contrast of at least a factor of ten [7]. If we accept the latter value we should conclude 
that the cross-surface variations in the tunnelling rate constant that we have found 
might be sufficient to explain the atomic resolution of the FIM. An additional problem 
is that it is dimcult to assess the accuracy of the model tunnelling potentials introduced 
by Homeier and Kingham. We have also performed tunnelling calculations for the FIM 
using potentials obtained from self-consistent electronic structure calculations which 
include the full screening of the applied electric field [SI. Calculations for imaging of 
an adatom on an AI surface with He atoms and an electric field of 30 V nm-' gave 
a ratio of the tunnelling rate constant on top of the adatom to the value above the 
flat surface of roughly seven, which is smaller than the values of 19 for model b and 
104 for model c obtained under the same imaging conditions and using numerical 
evaluation of equation (1). Larger cross-surface variations would be obtained from 
the self-consistent potentials if the surface atomic species was W or 11, which might 
possibly give values as large as those obtained for the corrugated model potentials. 

Another quantity of interest is the energy distribution of ionized gas atoms arriving 
at the detector. Measuremena of the width of this distribution give values as small as 
0.8 eV for imaging with He atoms and an electric field of 45 V nm-' 191. This narrow 
energy distribution implies that the region above the surface in which most of the 
ionization occurs (the ionization zone) is about 0.8/45 U 0.02 nm wide. If we further 
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assume that the width of the ionization zone is directly related to the width of the 
region in which the ionization rate constant is large then we would conclude that this 
region is also very narrow, presumably of the order of 0.02 nm wide. We believe that 
it is important to give a satisfactory a m u n t  of the width of the ionization zone, both 
because it is related to a directly measurable quantity and because it is related to the 
cross-surface variations in the tunnelling rate constant The cross-surface. variations 
in the tunnelling rate constant derive essentially from variations in the thickness of 
the tunnelling barrier over the surface. Presumably the width of the ionization zone 
is determined by the rate of decrease of the rate constant with increasing thickness 
of the tunnelling barrier, which is therefore related to the cross-surface variations in 
the tunnelling rate constant 

S C Lam and R J Needs 

Flgum 1. The four model polenlials a 4  used in the tunnelling calculations. In each case 
the solid line represents the metal surface, which is taken lo be the zero of poteniial, 
while the dotted line represents the critical surface. The points labelled P are those at 
which the tunnelling rate constant is given in table 1. 

In figure 2 we plot the tunnelling rate constant versus the distance of an He atom 
from the critical surface for models b and c where we take the gas atom to be above 
the Centre of the surface protrusion. These calculations are for imaging with He and 
F = 45 V nm-', Q = 4.5 eV, and Z,, = 1. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) 
of the peak in the tunnelling rate constant is 0.04 nm for model b and 0.033 nm for 
model c. For the flat surface (model a) the rate-constant on the critical surface is less 
than twice the value far from the surface so that in this case the FWHM is not defined, 
while for model d the corresponding FWHM above the central protrusion is 0.175 nm. 
If we use the simple approximation that the width of the energy distribution of ions is 
given by the product of the applied field and the FWHM of the tunnelling rate constant 
then we obtain widths of 1.8 eV and 1.7 eV for models b and c, respectively, which 
are in reasonable agreement with the experimental value of 0.8 eV, whereas model 
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F i p r e  2. The tunnelling rale constant Venus the distance of an He atom from the 
critical surface for model potentials b (solid curve) and c (dashed awe), with an applied 
field of F = 45 V nm-' and a metal workfunction of 0 = 4.5 eV, and an effective 
charge on the gas atom of Zen = 1. 

d gives a very large width of 7.9 eV These results indicate that the ionization zone 
width is a strongly decreasing function of the corrugation of the surface. This is an 
important result because previous JWKB tunnelling calculations for Rat surfaces have 
given ionization zone widths which are too large [lo]. (We note that the estimates 
of the width of the ionization zone obtained by Haydock and Kingham for model a 
[Z] are flawed for two reasons: first because they used the inaccurate expression for 
the tunnelling rate constant, and second because their method of extracting the width 
leads to large errors. We will discuss the latter point in more detail elsewhere [ll].) 

In conclusion we have repeated the tunnelling calculations of Homeier and 
Kingham using more accurate analysis and obtained significantly smaller cross-surface 
variations in the rate constants. However, we still find cross-surface variations which 
might be large enough to explain the atomic resolution of the FIM. We have also found 
that the width of the ionization zone is dependent upon the surface corrugation, and 
for large corrugations we find widths in reasonable correspondence with experimental 
values. 

This work was supported by the Science and Engineering Research Council (UK). S 
C Lam thanks the Croucher Foundation for financial support. 
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